
Christian faith seems a lot about being at the intersection, like the cross depicts an
intersection, at the center of which is Jesus’s heart for humankind and creation.
Christian faith puts humankind at the intersection of heaven and earth, mediating
meaning into material. Christian faith puts humankind at the intersection of time and
space, ordering space after God’s design in time’s cycle undoing design. Christian
faith reminds us that God is both a judge and the forgiver of judgment, both righteous
and the sinner’s rescuer, both humble and creation’s glory. Christian faith is the perfect
balance, integrating all things through Christ’s life at the intersection.

One of those great intersections is
indeed the narrative world,
especially the story of Christ, and
the material world, that which we
experience through our senses. We
don’t always see that intersection
of the story and the stage. Often,
our stage seems scattered with
strange props out of which we can
make very little sense. But then
rarely, and if we are especially

attuned to the things of God, then occasionally, the narrative world reveals itself in the
events and circumstances we find around us. The narrative world intersects the
material world in ways that we can see and appreciate. The stage then becomes not a
confusing thing but the setting for a great play within a greater hall the audience of
which is God himself, with his attendant divine beings. And within that great play, we
perceive our own role. Maybe only for a moment. After all, we are participants, not
actors. To see too much of the great playwright’s design might spoil our participation.
But still at times, our narrative sense, how we see ourselves fitting within the world in
God’s beneficent design, intersects what we see actually going on around us. And in
those moments, we live eternally, conscious of the kingdom’s everywhere presence.


